The R345W mutation in EFEMP1 is pathogenic and causes AMD-like deposits in mice.
Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is the most common cause of vision loss in developed countries. A defining characteristic of this disorder is the accumulation of material between Bruch's membrane and the retinal pigment epithelium (RPE), first as microscopic basal deposits and later as clinically evident drusen. The pathogenesis of these deposits remains to be defined. Biochemical and genetic studies have suggested that inflammation and complement activation may play roles in AMD. Several lines of evidence also suggest that alterations to the extracellular matrix (ECM) of the RPE and choroid contribute to the development of AMD. The inherited macular degeneration Doyne honeycomb retinal dystrophy/Malattia Leventinese is thought to be caused by an R345W mutation in the EFEMP1 gene (also called fibulin-3). The pathogenicity of this mutation has been questioned because all individuals identified to date with the R345W mutation have shared a common haplotype. We investigated the pathogenicity of this mutation in families with early-onset macular degeneration and by generating Efemp1-R345W knockin mice. Genetic studies show that one of the identified families with the R345W mutation has a novel haplotype. The mutant Efemp1-R345W mice develop deposits of material between Bruch's membrane and the RPE, which resemble basal deposits in patients with AMD. These basal deposits contain Efemp1 and Timp3, an Efemp1 interacting protein. Evidence of complement activation was detected in the RPE and Bruch's membrane of the mutant mice. These results confirm that the R345W mutation in EFEMP1 is pathogenic. Further, they suggest that alterations in the ECM may stimulate complement activation, demonstrating a potential connection between these two etiologic factors in macular degeneration.